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Inventory of FBI Ticklers on Marguerite Oswald 
Location: Hal’s basement, Drawers 62-63 

Note: Hal cites these as HSCA-related FBI documents released to 

Mark Allen (no disclosure date for Allen releases here) 

1. Hal’s one-page note on this batch 

2. Director FBI to SAC, Dallas 11/29/’65 re: Hoover or FBIHQ 
opens separate file on M. C. (Claverie) Oswald. Reasons cited for 
action recommended. She is emotionally unstable. And she is proving 
a concern. 

3. Brennan to Sullivan 11/23/’65 re: lookout on M. Oswald after 
liaison officer w/ State Department revealed that MCO is seekign a 
passport to USSR. 

4. SAC, Dl to Director, FBI 12/3/'’65 re: news stories of MCL’s 
allegations will be routed through agency for those who need to 
know. Especially Crime Records Division (so they can counter via 
blind memoes to press?) 

5,/New York Times review of Jean Stafford book on MCL. Reveals some 
£ mother’s crazy allegations and assertions 

6. Cover memo and official form from FBI that MCO should be placed 
on SS "watch list" as potential danger to the president. 

7. Several letters to Hoover from MCL revealing "new evidence" 
about her son’s innocence. (Not copied but in folder.) 

8. ibid. # 6. Form sent to SS in Austin and San Antonio as above. 

Above # 6 was sent to SS in Dallas. 

9. Dallas Morning News story re: MCO tried to visit Jack Ruby 
before his death. 

10. MCO threatened to sue Wm. manchester for characterizing her as 

a “shifter of bodies and bed pans" in his book "Death of a 
President." 

11. Several more news stories of MCO. re: wants to help out in 
Garrison investigation; wants to sell picture of Lee in CAP uniform 
in NO for $50,000, etc. 

12. Brennan to Sullivan 5/23/’67 re: MCO under surveillance by SS 
re: VP Humphrey’s visit to Dallas. 

13. News story re: MCO to sell Lee’s letters in NY Times 

4. Rosen to Belmont 11/24/64 re: FBI looks into threatening 
letter sent to MCO.
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14. Copies of SA Fain’s interviews w/ MCO re: Her son in USSR and sending money orders. These took place in 1960. Not copied. 

15. Bomb threat against a Cinncinnati, Ohio, radio station if they allowed MCL on the air. FBI takes note. This was March 1967. 

note: remaining docs. appear to be junk.


